DIVING
the Whitsundays
When Sailing the Whitsundays you can DIVE
the amazing coral reefs which extend from
the edge of the Islands.
INTRODUCTORY OR
CERTIFIED DIVERS
FROM ALL
VESSELS
WELCOME
If you love to Snorkel
It’s time to try DIVE

1/3 of
the worlds
soft
corals
are found
on the
GBR

To arrange to meet with Tornado Dive at
the Islands phone 0488 047 016

Tornado Dive is a Rendezvous Dive Company which does Introductory or Certified Dives.
Diving is performed from a 58ft Motor Boat which has been customized as a Dive Platform.
A Dive team live on Tornado Dive, anchored around the fringing coral reefs which extend
from the edge of the Whitsunday Islands.
Guests on holidays in the Whitsunday’s, can easily experience a Dive on the Coral Reefs.
We cater to guests from:
Chartered Bareboats;
Crewed Live-aboard yachts;
Private Vessels;
Day Tours from Airlie Beach on Whitsunday Bullet.
Why Dive the Whitsundays ?
The Whitsundays is blessed with having many bays and coves which are well protected
from prevailing winds and large ocean swells or waves. This protection helps to foster the
growth of many soft corals, such as the Coral Fans. These vivid soft corals attract many
species of colourful fish.
How long is a Dive & what is involved ?

DIVE LOCATIONS

For Introductory Divers it will take around 90
minutes from when the guests arrive at Tornado
Dive. The process includes, a Health and Dive
Medical questionnaire, then a safety and
information briefing from a member of the Dive
Team. Then it’s time to kit up, do practice on the
purpose built Dive Platform and finally it’s off for
a 25 to 30 minute fully guided Scuba Dive. Most
dives will be to a maximum depth of 8 metres.

Typically we are located at
Blue Pearl Bay or North Hook Is

Certified Divers, must present a valid Dive Card,
have a briefing with a member of the team, kit up
and enjoy a guided dive for at least 30 minutes.
Where and when to Dive ?
Contact Tornado Dive at least 24 hours before
diving to arrange a rendezvous location and time.
Dive locations vary based on the prevailing winds,
tides and general conditions, including visibility.
Guests with some Medical Conditions may not be
able to Dive. If unsure, see a Doctor who can give
you a dive clearance medical examination.

Tornado Dive is a company
of Explore Whitsundays
Ph: 07 4946 4999

To meet with Tornado Dive at the
Islands phone 0488 047 016

